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Challenges 
of Multi-threaded 
Programming

- common challenges developers face
  with multi-threaded code
- solutions and code design choices
  that can alleviate some problems



The Easy Part
Running code in a background thread.

  TThread.CreateAnonymousThread(
    procedure
    begin
      // do something
    end).Start;

  TTask.Run(
    procedure
    begin
      // do something
    end);



The Hard Part

Everything else. Writing code that will
run correctly under all circumstances.

Challenges:
  - thread safety
  - avoiding excessive locking
  - handling lifetime
  - cancelling threads
  - cleanup



Thread Safety

The problem: 
 - shared state - data

Solutions:
 - don’t share data
 - share read-only (immutable) data
 - clone data before passing to a thread
 - protect access to shared mutable data 



Protect Shared Data

- first instinct - simply protecting
  shared data is wrong
- before sharing, make sure
  there is no other way
- some code and classes have thread affinity
 - GUI components
 - AllocateHWnd/DeallocateHWnd,...
- not all data can be meaningfully shared
 - streams, networking components,
   serializers...



Avoiding Excessive Locking

- not enough protection is bad
 - race conditions
 - subtle bugs that show randomly
 - hard to prove code correctnes

- but too much protection is bad, too
 - deadlocks
 - performance degradation



Handling Lifetime
The problem:
 - shared data lifetime must exceed 
   lifetime of threads

Solutions:
 - prevent destroying data
   while threads are running
 - mechanisms to notify threads
   when data is no longer available
 - use data types with automatic
   memory management



Cancelling Threads

The problem:
 - cancelling requires thread cooperation

Solutions:
 - periodically check for cancellation 
   within thread code
 - ThreadTerminate - DON’T USE
  



Cleanup
The problem:
 - GUI cleanup and waiting on threads
  - waiting: long UI blocking
  - not waiting: accessing destroyed data

Solutions:
 - don’t use fire-and-forget threads
 - prevent closing while threads are running
 - guardian pattern for protecting GUI
 - data types with automatic
   memory management



    More information:
https://dalija.prasnikar.info


